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Abstract – Cloud computing promises to deliver cost saving
through the “pay as you use” paradigm. The focus is on
adding computing resources when needed and releasing them
when the need is serviced. Since cloud computing relies on
providing computing power through multiple interconnected
computers, there is a paradigm shift from one large machine
to a combination of multiple smaller machine instances. In
this paper, we review the current cloud computing scenario
and provide a set of recommendations that can be used for
designing custom applications suited for cloud deployment.
We also present a comparative study on the change in cost
incurred while using different combinations of machine
instances for running an application on cloud; and derive the
case for optimal cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is suggested that cloud computing [1] is likely to
become the fifth utility after water, electricity, gas, and
telephone [2]. The most important driver for an enterprise
to switch to cloud computing is the promise of cost saving
through minimization of unutilized computing capacity.
Conventional applications were deployed on the premise
that higher application load requires machines with larger
capacity. However, in cloud computing paradigm, higher
application load requires more number of machines, which
individually may not be very powerful but collectively can
have huge computing power. In this paper, we review the
current cloud computing scenario and provide
recommendations for designing applications suited for
cloud deployment. Our recommendations take into
account the impact of deploying an application on cloud
on cost saving.

In a cloud computing scenario, the user requests for the
service from a computing device rather than owning the
device. The user is billed on the usage of the resource.
This pay-as-you-use model greatly reduces capital
expenses and allows enterprises to plan acquisition and
releasing of resources as and when required.

Pricing of cloud services is dependent on usage of
computing resources like: machine instance, disk storage,
memory consumption, data I/O, and input/output
bandwidth. Amazon EC2 offers virtual machines of pre-
defined computing power of various configurations, while
the database usage is charged separately. Consumers are
charged for the number and type of instances which are
acquired at a point of time.

Any new and evolving technology will have many
competing standards and cloud computing is no exception.
However, some of the cloud service providers, because of
their early mover advantage, have emerged as the current
market leaders. Some of the prominent service providers

are: Amazon, Google, Microsoft, SalesForce.com,
Rackspace, VMware, Joyent and NetSuite.

II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Using cloud, resources can be provisioned very quickly,
and released immediately when no longer required. This
differs from the strategy followed in creating traditional in
-house computing infrastructure where enough resource
had to be owned to cater to the peak resource requirement.
Since the cost saving in the cloud is obtained by releasing
unutilized resources, it is essential for the application to be
designed to run in multiple machines so that instead of
using one very large machine the application runs on many
smaller machines. The availability of various
combinations of CPU and memory capabilities as machine
instances at an economic price makes cloud computing an
ideal host for compute intensive applications like scientific
computing [3]. Moreover, for interaction intensive
applications like online transaction processing (OLTP)
having an uneven demand on the computing resources
make such applications possible candidate for deployment
on the cloud. However, to gain the full benefit of cloud
computing, they need to follow design principles which
may be different from traditional in-premise hosted
application.

Need to run in Multiple Machines: In conventional
application design it is assumed that higher peak load
requires more powerful machines. However, a cloud
application designer, to take advantage of the cost saving
potential, needs to assume that higher peak load will need
more number of relatively smaller machines. The most
obvious implication of this principle is that every cloud
application needs to be designed to run on multiple
machines.

Optimizing Data Read Write: In cloud, any
application optimization which reduces data read or data
write will result in direct cost saving. One important point
that needs to be taken into account is that at the current
prevailing pricing structure data writes are an order of
magnitude costlier than a data read.

Optimizing Input Output Bandwidth: Any reduction
in the amount of bytes moving between the client machine
and the cloud infrastructure will result in direct cost
saving, though such reduction may or may not have a
perceptible improvement in response time.

Alternate Model for Data Persistence: The data
management system may be required to be redesigned
considering the cost factor. Depending on the type of
application conventional RDBMS may not be ideal for
data storage requirement, especially if there is a need to
distribute the data across multiple machines. New set of
non relational options available may be better at dealing
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with such requirements. Google Big Table and CouchDB
from Apache foundation are examples of such emerging
non-relational databases.

Maximizing Utilization of Client Resource: It is
needed to follow the application partitioning rule of
shifting as much processing to the client machine as
possible, without violating any security and data integrity
concerns and without significantly increasing the demand
of bandwidth. Any processing which is not done at the
server but at the client will result in direct cost reduction.

Impact of Relative Resource Cost: Any application
design involves design trade-off between usages of
different types of resources. The trade -off may be
between CPU usage, memory usage, data I/O, size of data
storage and many others. The main motivation is usually
to improve application performance. However, for a cloud
deployed application, since there is an individual price tag
attached to each of these resources, such design trade-off
based on the choice of resources, will have a direct
implication on the cost.

III. RESOURCE PROVISIONING

Once an application has been deployed and starts
catering to the needs, the next challenge lies in scaling
up/down the infrastructure acquired for smooth operation
of the business. The current prevailing practice of pricing
of the variable resources usage is to charge for the actual
use for data storage, data I/O and bandwidth. However,
Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure and many other cloud
service providers charge for the duration for which a
virtual machine is instantiated. The charge does not
depend on the actual CPU utilization. In such a situation,
the choice and combination of machine types used to
fulfill the resource requirement would be crucial for the
cost. The rest of this section focuses on identifying the
combination on Amazon EC2 for optimizing the cost.
Amazon EC2 provides a range of machine instances with
different configurations, to address business needs based
on the expected load. As per the requirements, the
application can use any type and combination of the
instances provided by Amazon EC2 as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Amazon Instance Types and Prices
Instance Type [4] Sub Type Windows Usage
Standard
Instances

Small (Default)
Large
Extra Large

$0.12 per hour
$0.48 per hour
$0.96 per hour

High Memory
Instances

Extra Large
Double Extra Large
Quadruple Extra Large

$0.62 per hour
$1.24 per hour
$2.48 per hour

High-CPU
Instances

Medium
Large

$0.29 per hour
$1.16 per hour

A. Overheads Involved
In practice it is not possible to utilize the instances

completely. There is cost overhead involved, which is the
extra cost one has to pay over and above the cost of
resource utilized. Typically for this scenario, the cost
overhead can be divided into three categories: Idle
Resource Overhead, Startup Overhead and Installation
Overhead.

Fig.A. Idle Resource Overhead

Idle Resource Overhead: There is a tradeoff in terms
of the underutilized resource till it is fully utilized and
when a new instance of the machine needs to be acquired.
In a typical scenario, the instance can be acquired either in
a chunk of small instances periodically or a big instance in
one shot. In either case, there will be idle time till which
resource is fully utilized and new instance is needed. For
the time period x3-x1 as in Figure A, a bigger instance can
be replaced by two small instances, thereby optimizing the
idle machine instances and reducing the Idle Resource
Overhead. The shaded portion for the large increment
shows idler instance time with respect to the idle time for
cluster of small instances. Clearly, the overall Idle
Resource Overhead will be higher when acquiring big
instances.

Startup Overhead: Whenever an instance is acquired,
it takes some time to complete the installations and the
required setup; to make the instance suitable for the
application. This is the time taken by the user to make
customized preparations and checks, for the application to
run, and she is charged for it. If the startup times for big
and small instances can be presumed to be equal, Startup
Overhead for a big instance would be more than that for a
small instance. The reason is that the cost per unit time for
a big instance is more than that for a small instance.

Fig.B. Installation Overhead

Installation Overhead: For each instance acquired,
there is Installation Overhead associated, that grows
progressively with the number of instances in
collaboration in the system operating. Installation
overhead can be attributed to memory consumed by the
OS, Web/App Server instance, Applications and App
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Static data. The Installation overhead for an application
would be almost same for small and big instances, as the
similar installations are required irrespective of the
machine size. Hence, for an equivalent configuration in
one large instance vs. multiple small instances, the
overhead incurred is more in cluster of small instances as
is evident from Figure B. In the rest of this section, we
analyze how these overheads and hence the costs vary on
using different strategies for resource acquire/release. For
simplicity let’s assume two types of instances: Big and
Small.
B. Saving through Machine Consolidation
Two basic strategies for resource scheduling are:

Use only Small: Fulfill resource requirement by using
only small instances. Acquire small instances when the
resource requirement increases and release them when the
requirement decreases. As discussed earlier, using only
small instances is expected to result in having a high
Installation Overhead cost.

Use only Big: Fulfill resource requirement by using
only big instances. As mentioned earlier, using only big
instances would lead to high Idle Resource Overhead cost.

Machine Consolidation: We aim to minimize the
drawbacks of both the basic strategies. This strategy
targets to fulfill the majority of resource requirement (x %)
by using big instances; and fulfill remaining requirement
(100 – x %) by using small instances. Whenever more
resources are required, acquire small instances, and when
resources need to be released, release small instances.
Except the case when, all small instances are already
released and we still can afford to release resources; we
release large instances. As we typically acquire and release
only small instances as per the resource requirement, the
targeted percentage can get disturbed over a period of
time. Hence, the consolidation of small instances to big
instances (or alternatively breaking down big instances to
small ones) to maintain this percentage, should be done
after some specific maintenance period M. In Section 3.1.3
and 5, we establish the optimum values of x and M.
C. Cost Computation

This section describes the cost computation method used
in the simulation. Consider that the complete running time
of the application is divided into k equal time intervals
(1…k).
Also, let’s consider the following notations:
S: Small Instance
B: Big Instance
SR: Quantity of resource provided by S
SC: Per time interval cost incurred by using S BR: Quantity
of resource provided by B
BC: Per time interval cost incurred by using B
I: Installation overhead for the application for each
instance

Clearly, I < SR < BR and S C < BC. During a time interval
i, if mi small instances and ni big instances are employed
(m0 = n0 = 0), the total resource provided would be:
mi · SR + ni · BR

Moreover, if the Installation Overhead per instance is I,
then the total Installation Overhead for mi + ni instances
would be (mi + ni) · I, making the total resource available

equal to:
mi · SR + ni · BR - (mi + ni) · I

Also, it is not desirable to acquire new resources when
the available resources are cent-percent utilized. Hence we
keep a threshold T, which decides what percentage of
available resources, should be utilized, before new
instances are acquired. If the average resource requirement
for the time interval i is Ri, then:
Ri ≤ T · (mi · SR + ni · BR - (mi + ni) · I)

Also, for optimal resource utilization, an instance is
added when the requirement is not fulfilled by the current
instances employed. And when the requirement can be
fulfilled even after releasing an instance, it is released.
Hence, the numbers mi and ni are maintained such that,
even if one small instance is reduced, then the requirement
is not fulfilled. i.e.:
Ri > T · (mi · SR + (ni -1)· BR - (mi + ni - 1) · I)

In sum, mi and ni for an interval i, have to be chosen in
such a way that the two conditions above are satisfied.
Clearly, for ‘Use only Small’ method, i: ni = 0. It will
acquire and release only small instances. The resource
requirement Ri, would decide the vaule of mi. Similarly,
for ‘Use only Big’ method, i: mi = 0, as it will acquire and
release only big instances. For a specific interval, as
described in Section 4.1.1, ‘Machine Consolidation’ would
depend on both small and big instances. It would typically
have intermediate values for mi and ni. Moreover, the cost
Ci can be computed as:
Ci = mi · SC + ni · BC

Let us clarify that the Idle Resource Overhead is
implicitly included in the cost here, as it is the difference
between the cost of instance being incurred at the interval i
and the ideal cost of the resource requirement in that
interval. Also, the Startup Overhead cost will depend on
the number and type of instances acquired over the
interval i. Let t be the ratio of startup time and the time
interval considered. Then the Startup Overhead Cost
would be SC·t for each small instance acquired and BC·t for
every large instance acquired. Also, if mi > mi-1, new
instances are acquired otherwise the number remains
constant or instances are released. Similarly for large
instances, if ni > n i-1, new instances are acquired. We
incur the Startup Overhead cost only when the new
instances are acquired. On release, there is no cost
incurred. Therefore, the Startup Overhead cost for the
interval i will be: max(0, (mi - mi-1) · SC · t) + max(0, (ni -
ni-1) · BC · t)
making the total cost for interval i:
Ci = mi · SC + ni · BC + max(0, (mi - mi-1) · SC · t) + max(0,
(n i - ni-1) · BC · t)
The total cost for time intervals 1 to k, can be calculated as
Total Cost =
D. Simulation

To test the validity of our recommendation of ‘Machine
Consolidation Strategy’, we created a resource
consumption simulation using the SHARCNET log [5] as
the resource consumption pattern. The log contains job
records for approximately a one year time period. For the
simulation, we assumed memory exhaustive usage pattern.
Also, for each 60 minutes time interval i, the average
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memory requirement Ri, is calculated using the log.As
usage pattern is considered memory exhaustive, we
considered the least and the most resource providing
instance from the High Memory Instance category (see
Table 1). We considered Amazon EC2 Extra Large High
Memory Instance as the small instance(S) which has 17.1
GB of memory (SR) and charges $ 0.62 per hour (SC).
Also, Quadruple Extra Large High Memory Instance (B) is
considered as the big instance with 68.4 GB of memory
(BR) and costing $ 2.48 per hour (BC) [4]. Moreover, the
Installation Overhead I is assumed to be SR /10. And
Startup time is considered to be 10 minutes, based on our
practical experience of launching and instantiating an
Amazon instance. Hence, the value of t becomes 10/60 =
0.167. The simulation calculates values of mi and ni, that
depend on the requirement Ri, and the resource scheduling
strategies used. And then the cost incurred per instance
and Total Cost is calculated for the different strategies, as
described in Section 4.2.2. The simulation was run
multiple times to calculate the cost incurred on using ‘Use
only Small’, ‘Use only Large’ and ‘Machine
Consolidation’ strategies. For the Machine Consolidation
strategy, simulation was run for the various cases for
different value combinations of M and x, and the different
costs were calculated in order to find the most cost
efficient case.

IV. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

The total cost calculated for ‘Use only Small’ is $
102601.63 and for ‘Use only Large’ is $ 102055.31. The
Total Cost variation on changing the values of x and M , in
the Machine Consolidation strategy is shown in Figure C.
As we can see, the Machine Consolidation strategy gives
cost benefit over the basic methods. Moreover, the cost
benefit is higher when the consolidation is done more
frequently (every 7 days) and when the percentage of big
instances is higher. We got the best pricing for x = 95%
and M = 7 days. The cost is $98182.78, which is an
improvement of 4.3% and 3.8%, over ‘Use only Small’
and ‘Use only Large’ strategies, respectively. Also for
each value of M, we get the best cost advantage for the
values of x greater than 85%. Moreover, even when
machine consolidation is done every 30 days or 60 days,
we get considerable cost benefit over the basic strategies.

Fig.C. Total Cost for Machine Consolidation Strategy

V. CONCLUSION

Cost optimization from the service user’s side is very
important in the cloud computing scenario. The simulation
shows that maintaining the majority of the resources using
big instances, and releasing and acquiring small instances
according to the resource requirement gives considerable
cost benefit for Amazon EC2. Also, the cost benefit is
more when the greater portion of resource requirement is
fulfilled by big resources. The cost benefit increases on
increasing the frequency of the machine consolidation
event.

FUTURE SCOPE

We have considered memory as the exhaustive resource,
but the cases need to be considered where different
resources could exhaust in different situations. Also, it
could be interesting to analyse the usage of more than two
types of instances. Analysis on other service providers
apart from Amazon EC2 can be done. As our results are
based on simulation, it would be interesting to see how the
cost patterns differ if the experimentation could be carried
out in the real scenario.
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